3.2.2.3.2.15 The importance of location

The sexual market value of both males and females varies from
country, and depends on a multitude of factors. Asian women
experience a great boost in their sexual market value if they migrate
to Western Europe. Western European men will see their sexual
market value rise greatly if they migrate to a suited Asian country.
We live one life only, and it is too valuable to not be at a place where
one enjoys an optimal sexual market value. Where to be is
anybody’s most important decision.
The Philippines were ideal in the early 80’s, and probably even better
in the 70’s. There was a decisive turn to the worse in the late 80’s.
Western foreigners who were in Thailand at the beginning of the 80’s
claim that at that time, Thailand was already on the decline as a
destination for sexual relationships.
Western foreigners who were in Cambodia in the mid 90’s when the
only way to get safely to Phnom Penh was to fly in, claim great
charm.
Once a country qualifies as a destination because Western foreign
men have an extraordinarily high sexual market value, its quality as a
destination will decline the more Western foreign men go there.
So, is the World as such getting worse for Western men seeking
sexual relationships? Probably, in the first decade of the 21st
century, this is the case because of ever increasing social control.
But even if the world gets worse overall, there are always some
countries that, unexpectedly, get better.
But as with all countries, after becoming a good destination for
sexual relationships rather suddenly, there will likely be a rather long
decline when matters gradually become worse and worse.

The challenge is to always find the country where, at a certain time,
the sexual market value of foreign men has all of a sudden taken a
big boost, or where, rather simply, the sexual market value of foreign
men is best. It’s a waste of one’s life to be at the wrong place.

